
Introduction to C Programming 
Assignment #10 

 
Instructor: Hao-Hua Chu 

Spring Semester, 2012 
 
Due 6/13/2012 
Like assignment 9, you don’t have to send your homework to TA, instead we require you to 
have a quick demo for your program in the class on 6/13. However if you have any problems 
about the assignment, feel free to send an email to TA [TimeStringAlpha@gmail.com] with 
the title [C11]. 
 
Question 1. Write the following five functions:  
 
void printTreeInReverse(TreeNode* node); // print the numbers from large to small 
TreeNode* findNode(TreeNode* node, int val); // return the node whose number is val or NULL 
if the node is not found. 
TreeNode* findMinNode(TreeNode* node); // return the node with the smallest val or NULL 
if tree is empty 
TreeNode* findMaxNode(TreeNode* node); // return the node with the largest val or NULL if 
the tree is empty 
void deleteNode(TreeNode** node, int val);  
 
shown on the last page of the course slides. Your program should have the following input 
and output: 
  
The following is the sample code of this assignment. The source code should be able to be 
compiled, but not have been completed yet. If you find /* write your code here */ in the 
code, please fill up the missing code. 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdarg.h> 
 
struct TreeNode 
{ 
 int val; 
 struct TreeNode* leftChild; 
 struct TreeNode* rightChild; 
}; 
 
typedef struct TreeNode TreeNode; 
 
 
void printTree(TreeNode* node) 
{ 
    if (node == NULL) 
        return; 
    if (node->leftChild) 
        printTree(node->leftChild); 
    printf("%d ", node->val); 
    if (node->rightChild) 
        printTree(node->rightChild); 
} 
 
void printTreeInReverse(TreeNode* node) 
{ 
 /* write your code here. */ 
} 
 
TreeNode* newNode(int val) 
{ 
    TreeNode* node = malloc(sizeof(TreeNode)); 
    node->val = val; 
    node->leftChild = NULL; 
    node->rightChild = NULL; 



    return(node); 
} 
 
void addNode(TreeNode** node, int val) 
{ 
    if (*node == NULL) 
        *node = newNode(val); 
 else if ((*node)->val > val) 
        addNode(&((*node)->leftChild), val); 
 else if ((*node)->val == val) 
        printf("Error: %d already exists\n", val); 
 else 
        addNode(&((*node)->rightChild), val); 
} 
 
TreeNode* findNode(TreeNode* node, int val) 
{ 
 /* write your code here. */ 
} 
 
TreeNode* findMinNode(TreeNode* node) 
{ 
 /* write your code here. */ 
} 
 
TreeNode* findMaxNode(TreeNode* node) 
{ 
 /* write your code here. */ 
} 
 
 
void deleteNode(TreeNode** root, int val) 
{ 
 /* write your code here. */ 
} 
 
void main() 
{ 
    int choice; 
    int num; 
    TreeNode* root = NULL; 
    TreeNode* node; 
    for (;;) 
    { 
        printf("Enter your choice\n"); 
        printf("1 - print binary tree\n"); 
        printf("2 - add a new number\n"); 
        printf("3 - delete a number\n"); 
        printf("4 - find a number\n"); 
        printf("5 - find the min number\n"); 
        printf("6 - find the max number\n"); 
        printf("7 - exit the program\n"); 
        printf("> "); 
 
        scanf("%d", &choice); 
        switch (choice) { 
            case 1: 
                printf("Tree from small to large: "); 
                printTree(root); 
                printf("; from large to small: "); 
                printTreeInReverse(root); 
                printf("\n"); 
                break; 
            case 2: 
                printf("Enter a number> "); 
                scanf("%d", &num); 
                addNode(&root, num); 
                break; 
            case 3: 
                printf("Enter a number> "); 
                scanf("%d", &num); 
                if (findNode(root, num) == NULL) 
                    printf("%d is not found.\n", num); 
                else 
                    deleteNode(&root, num); 
                break; 
            case 4: 



                printf("Enter a number> "); 
                scanf("%d", &num); 
                if (findNode(root, num) != NULL) 
                    printf("%d is found.\n", num); 
                else 
                    printf("%d is not found.\n", num); 
                break; 
            case 5: 
                node = findMinNode(root); 
                if (node) 
                    printf("min is %d.\n", node->val); 
                else 
                    printf("tree is NULL.\n"); 
                break; 
            case 6: 
                node = findMaxNode(root); 
                if (node) 
                    printf("max is %d.\n", node->val); 
                else 
                    printf("tree is NULL.\n"); 
                break; 
            default: 
                return; 
        } 
    } 
 
} 
 
Hint: 
1. The first 4 functions (i.e., printTreeInReverse(), findNode(), findMinNode(), 

findMaxNode()) should be very similar to the function printTree(). 
2. There are multiple issues should be considered in the last function (i.e., deleteNode()), 

that is: 
i. The node to be deleted is an internal node or a leaf node, and how many children 

this node has (the behavior should be different when this node has 2 children, 
only has 1 child or has no children. Also, if the node has exactly one child, it is also 
different between having left child or right child.) 

ii. If the node to be deleted is a root node, it implies the root node has to change to 
another node. Then you have to change the root pointer (passed by the first 
argument, “root”). 

 


